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Identification Key to Some Butterflies of “Pennyroyal” 

Introduction 
According to published distribution maps, up to 185 species of butterfly could possibly occur on the 

Central Queensland property “Pennyroyal” (Braby 2014). Here, a simple-to-use key to 11 of the most 

commonly occurring species is presented.  

The butterflies included in the key are:  

 Caper White (Belenois java teutonia) 

 Small Grass-yellow (Eurema smilax) 

 Clearwing Swallowtail (Cressida cressida) 

 Glasswing (Acraea andromacha)  

 Evening Brown (Melanitis leda)  

 Meadow Argus (Junonia villida)  

 Australian Painted Lady (Vanessa kershawi)  

 Common Grass-blue (Zizina labradus)  

 Orchard Swallowtail (Papilio aegeus)  

 Varied Eggfly (Hypolimnas bolina) 

 Common Crow (Euploea core)  

Methodology 
Butterflies were collected from “Pennyroyal” by hand netting, mainly through the period 31/10/16 

to 5/11/16. The Papilio aegeus specimen was collected from a roadside near Rockhampton, because 

no specimens could be found at “Pennyroyal” during the survey period, although it has been 

recently recorded there. Specimens were pinned according to the procedure outlined by the CSIRO 

(2004), and identified to species level (or subspecies where applicable) using photographs and 

descriptions from “The complete field guide to butterflies of Australia” (Braby 2014).  

As only one butterfly was collected for most of the species, photographs from Braby (2014) were 

used to adjust the key, to ensure that butterflies of the opposite sex to those collected could be 

correctly identified using this key.  

Clearly visible features such as size, colour and spots were used in the key, in order to make it easy 

for lay people to use, and to make identification of species in the field possible. A reflection on the 

key and method used is available in Appendix 2.  

Dichotomous Key 
1a Small wingspan; typically <35 mm across      3  

1b Wingspan >35 mm across        2 

2a Medium wingspan; typically 40-70 mm       6 

2b Large wingspan; typically >75 mm       4 

3a  Mainly yellow coloured; black along outer edge of forewings       Eurema smilax 

3b Wings grey with violet blue           Zizina labradus 
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4a Hind wings scalloped with red spots; forewings wholly or partly transparent  5 

4b Velvet black; bright purple or orange spots on wings               Hypolimnas bolina 

5a  Forewings wholly transparent with two large black spots; no blue present; red on abdomen 

 and around head         Cressida cressida 

5b  Forewings only partly transparent; blue hints on upper and/or underside of hindwing 

                Papilio aegeus 

6a Wings mainly brown and/or orange       7 

6b Wings not mainly brown or orange       9 

7a  Relatively small (40-50 mm); many orange patches on hind and forewings  8 

7b Larger (60-75 mm); mainly brown coloured; orange patch on forewing enclosing two dark 

spots with white centres; numerous vivid ‘eyespots’ underneath              Melanitis leda 

8a Mainly brown; two spots on each wing, consisting of orange, black and purple rings; 

 underside grey with one dark spot on forewings visible          Junonia villida 

8b Mainly orange; black with white spots on edge of forewings; four small blue spots ringed 

 with black on hindwing; underside red, orange and brown with intricate patterning  

          Vanessa kershawi 

9a Wings mainly black with many white spots; no other colours visible           Euploea core 

9b Wings mainly white, yellow or transparent on upperside     10 

10a  Forewings transparent; hindwings cream and black with yellow spots on trailing edge; 

 abdomen with black and yellow patterning              Acraea andromacha 

10b Wings mainly white or yellow; black on edges of all wings, with pale spots; bright yellow on 

 underside; black veins clearly visible on underside          Belenois java teutonia 

 

As this key only covers eleven species, identification should be confirmed using the photographs and 

descriptions provided below.  

A box and arrow key is available in Appendix 1.  

Species Descriptions 
Photographs on the left hand side show the upperside of each butterfly, and photographs on the 

right hand show the underside.  

Orchard Swallowtail 

(Papilio aegeus) 

A very large butterfly 

(wingspan 100-110 mm), 

semi-transparent forewing 

edges with black veins. 

Slight traces of yellow in 

scalloped grooves of 
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ssp. teutonia pale form 

ssp. teutonia dark form 

hindwings. Large white patch on hindwings, hindwing veins not black on upperside of wings. 

Distinguishing feature: bright red and blue spots on upper and underside of scalloped hindwings. 

Clearwing Swallowtail 

(Cressida cressida)  

Medium to large in 

size (70-80 mm); 

mainly black with two 

large black spots on 

transparent 

forewings. Large white region on hindwings with black veins clearly visible. Five large red spots along 

base of hindwing visible from underneath; only one or two spots clearly visible from above. 

Distinguishing feature: red markings on underside of abdomen, and around cheek region on head.  

Small Grass-yellow 

(Eurema smilax)  

A small butterfly (28-

33 mm), with mainly 

yellow wings. Wide 

black to grey border 

along outside of 

forewings; small dots of black where veins meet trailing edge of hindwings. Mostly a uniform yellow 

underneath, with a few scattered grey spots. Distinguishing feature: Single main dip in the black 

forewing band; band stops abruptly just before tornus of forewing.  

Caper White (Belenois 

java teutonia) 

A medium sized 

butterfly (54-60 mm) 

with variable colouring. 

Wings either mainly 

white or yellow/cream, 

with veins appearing 

grey on the upperside. 

Large black band of 

varying width on outer 

edges of all wings; 

multiple pale spots 

along edge of wings. 

Some/all cells on the 

underside of the 

hindwing are brightly 

yellow colouring; 

particularly along trailing 
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edge and dorsum. Yellow may be closer to orange on some specimens. Veins of hindwing underside 

distinctly black and visible. Distinguishing features: smoothly curved black and yellow colouring of 

hindwing undersides; ‘hook’ shaped black vein along leading edge of forewing.  

Evening Brown 

(Melanitis leda)  

Moderate to large in 

size (60-75 mm); overall 

a chocolate brown 

colour. Edges of wings 

slightly scalloped; some 

specimens have a small 

tail at the tornus of the hindwing. Underside is typically light brown with small ‘eyespots’ but some 

butterflies may have grey leaf-like patterning. Spots on underside consist of small white/blue ring 

surrounded by a black ring, surrounded by a yellow ring. The largest spot on the hindwing is visible 

from the upperside. Distinguishing feature: moderately sized orange patch on each forewing, 

containing two small white spots surrounded by a dark patch.  

Glasswing 

(Acraea 

andromacha)  

A medium sized 

butterfly (53-65 

mm), with 

transparent 

forewings. 

Hindwings cream coloured, black band along trailing edge with seven yellow spots (one is too small 

to be seen from the upperside). Black venation clearly visible on both fore and hindwings. Abdomen 

yellow and black striped. Distinguishing feature: distinctive black square-shaped markings joining 

veins around middle of fore and hindwings.  

Varied Eggfly (Hypolimnas bolina) 

A large (76-86 mm) butterfly with velvet black wings. Males 

have one large purple/white spot on the upperside of each 

wing (plus an additional small one on the forewing). Females 

have a bright orange patch near the trailing edge of the 

forewings, and multiple white spots on all wings. Underside is 

brown with white/orange features. Distinguishing feature: 

almost iridescent velvet black colour with bright purple or 

orange spots.  

The photograph at right was sourced from Braby et. al (2014), as no specimen was able to be 

collected. The description of this species is sourced from field observations and information by Braby 

et. al (2014).  
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Meadow Argus 

(Junonia villida)  

Medium size (40-

47 mm); body 

brown and 

orange in colour. 

Multiple 

orange/black/pur

ple spots on all wings; largest spot on forewing is visible from underside. Also two parallel orange 

stripes, and two parallel white stripes along leading edge of forewing, also visible from underneath. 

The underside is mainly a light grey/brown, with faint patterning, apart than the aforementioned 

stripes and spots. Distinguishing feature: two spots on each wing, consisting of concentric orange, 

black, and purple spots.  

Australian 

Painted Lady 

(Vanessa 

kershawi)  

A medium sized 

butterfly (43-52 

mm), with long 

brown hair 

around the body 

and the base of the hindwings. Wings are mainly orange, with black dividing patches. Edges of 

forewings are black with several white spots. Underside is orange and red on forewings, and 

brown/white/cream with intricate patterning on hindwings. Distinguishing feature: four black spots 

on trailing edge of hindwing; three of these have blue/white centres.  

Common crow 

(Euploea core)  

A medium sized 

butterfly (69-76 

mm), mainly 

black in colour. 

Some regions of 

upperside are light brown, particularly along the dorsum of the wings. The underside is mainly light 

brown. Numerous white spots, including a large row across the hindwing, and a number of small 

spots that run along the outside of the forewing, all the way down to the hindwing. Distinguishing 

feature: one large and two medium sized white spots along the termen (outside) of the forewing.  
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Common Grass-blue (Zizina 

labradus)  

Quite a small butterfly (19-23 mm), 

with fairly dull colours. Upperside 

of wings grey with blue-violet area 

extending from base of wings. 

Distinguishing features: underside 

dull grey, with faint patterning 

running mainly along outer edge of wing; antennae striped black and white.  
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Appendix 1 – Box and Arrow Key 
A box and arrow key to the 11 butterfly species is presented below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Start 

Small wingspan 

(<35 mm) 

Medium to large 

wingspan 

(>35 mm) 

Mostly yellow; 

black along outer 

edge of forewings 

Wings grey with 

violet-blue 

Eurema smilax Zizina labradus 

Large wingspan 

(>75 mm) 

Medium 

wingspan (40-70 

mm) 

Continued on next page...  

http://www.publish.csiro.au/
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Large wingspan 

(>75 mm) 

Medium 

wingspan (40-70 

mm) 

Hind wings scalloped 

with red spots; 

forewings wholly or 

partly transparent 

Velvet black; bright 

purple or orange 

spots on wings 

Hypolimnas bolina 

Forewings wholly 

transparent with two 

large black spots; no 

blue present; red on 

abdomen and 

around head 

Forewings only 

partly transparent; 

blue hints on upper 

and/or underside 

of hindwing 

Cressida cressida Papilio aegeus 

Wings mainly 

brown and/or 

orange 

Wings not 

mainly brown or 

orange 

Relatively small 

(40-50 mm); 

many orange 

patches on hind 

and forewings 

Larger (60-75 mm); mainly 

brown coloured; orange patch 

on forewing enclosing two dark 

spots with white centres; 

numerous vivid ‘eyespots’ 

underneath 

Melanitis leda 

Wings mainly 

black with 

many white 

spots; no other 

colours visible 

Euploea core 
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Appendix 2 – Reflection 
The key covers eleven of the most common butterfly species at “Pennyroyal”, and testing shows that 

it is simple enough for school students to use, down to grade 5. Although it may use a few terms that 

are slightly too technical for lay people, this could be rectified by presenting a simple diagram of a 

butterfly wing, with the relevant areas labelled. Using the size of the butterflies as a means of 

identification could potentially result in an identification error where the specimen is close to the 

upper or lower limit of the measurement range. For this reason, identifications should always be 

checked using the photographs and species descriptions provided.  

Ideally, live photographs of the butterfly species would be used instead of pinned specimens; 

however many of the species are elusive, so photographing them would require a camera with a 

high quality macro zoom lens, and be quite expensive. There are several other common species such 

as Tirumala hamata and Danaus chrysippus that would ideally be included in a key of common 

species; however no specimens could be collected at this time.  

Mainly brown; two spots on 

each wing, consisting of 

orange, black and purple rings; 

underside grey with one dark 

spot on forewings visible 

underneath 

Mainly orange; black with 

white spots on edge of 

forewings; four small blue 

spots ringed with black on 

hindwing; underside red, 

orange and brown with 

intricate patterning 

underneath 

Junonia villida 

 

Vanessa kershawi 

 

Wings mainly 

white, yellow 

or transparent 

on upperside 

Forewings transparent; 

hindwings cream and black 

with yellow spots on trailing 

edge; abdomen with black 

and yellow patterning  

Wings mainly white or yellow; 

black on edges of all wings, 

with pale spots; bright yellow 

on underside; black veins 

clearly visible on underside 

Acraea andromacha Belenois java teutonia 
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The key has 10 couplets, with the shortest route to a species taking 2 couplets, and the longest route 

taking 5 couplets. In some situations, it might be ideal to have the key divide the remaining group of 

possible species in half at each couplet, as this would result in the minimum average route to each 

species. However in other cases it would be preferable to single off the most abundant species near 

the start of the key, as the vast majority of butterflies found would be one of the abundant species. 

The key presented here mostly follows this second approach, singling off the Common Grass-yellow 

and Common Grass-blue at the start. However the Caper White and Meadow Argus are the next 

most common species, and are close to the end of the key. Future editions of this key should include 

them closer to the start.  

Overall, the key is quite successful and serves its purpose well – to provide a simple to use 

identification guide to the common butterflies of “Pennyroyal”.  

 


